M.I. Engineering S.r.l.
IT’S WHERE ALL BEGIN

Who we are

M.I. Engineering, was established in Oltrepò Pavese. The company operates in the fields of repairing, maintenance, revamping and retrofitting of industrial plants. The company’s expertise also provides the design, realization, installation, and commissioning of industrial plants.

Contacts

M.I. ENGINEERING SRL
Frazione Tornello, 113
27040 Mezzanino (PV)
0385/938007
info@miengineering.it

Service description

We carry out revisions, complete maintenance of production lines, mills, centrifuges, reducers, rotors, granulators, tanks, pumps and pistons. We build new shafts, augers, hoppers, plant and machinery covers; protective canopies, bumpers. In our new workshop we perform turning, milling, sheet metal cutting, bending and sharpening of granulator blades.

www.miengineering.it